
the world is being destroyed! So, your mission is not to have
the world destroyed! Your mission is to have a world to live
in—so you can live your life, for the next 50 years or so, in
that world. ‘Don’t Re-Kissingerize

The Baby-Boomer generation experienced really deep
conditioning, through crises and other things, of this war Lebanon,’ Patriots Say
with the Soviet Union. The disappearance of the Soviet
Union took away the purpose for existence of the Baby- by Nina Ogden
Boomer. And then, you have the Tweener, the fellows who
are now in their 30s, who are not Baby-Boomers, and they

A seasoned political leader in Lebanon commented, afterhave no values whatsoever! They tend to be the worst, most
opportunistic sophists you can imagine. The Baby-Boomer watching an interview with President Bush on Lebanese TV

last month, “Many people who watched it are asking a seriousgeneration generally tends, apart from extreme cases, to have
an echo of what their parents’ generation understood in terms question, ‘Is Bush senile?’ There is a French expression for a

senile person who just repeats the same words over and overof culture. There are echoes of Classical culture, in the Baby-
Boomer generation, even though they have, in a sense, given again. This is what Bush sounded like—repeating over and

over again the words ‘freedom, democracy, freedom, democ-them up as fighting issues. But they still like to have them,
like an old piece of furniture, they admired in the house, a racy.’ Bush demanded that Lebanon form a Cabinet after the

Cabinet had already been formed. He demanded that the Syri-piece of bric-a-brac, a painting; an occasional bit of music
from the past, from the Classical past. These things they ans leave when they are already out the door. Does no one in

his own intelligence departments tell him anything? No oneenjoy as objects of art, or mementos. They just have no
passion, for the reality of these things. They admire the pays attention to him. He is being left behind. It is an embar-

rassment to the world to have a President of the United Statesmemory of their having existed.
The Tweeners have no such commitment. They are lost in this condition.”

In the pressure-cooker atmosphere of the first Lebanesesouls, as a generation, with no values whatsoever. They are
the worst sophists you could imagine, in our time, in any part election since the April 29 departure of the Syrians, whose

29-year military presence was brokered by the same forcesof culture.
But, the Baby-Boomers, as I said, are in the sense of dying, who recently passed resolutions demanding they leave, Mus-

lim and Christian leaders alike are stepping up their calls fornot intending to die tomorrow, but intending to find a comfort
zone and a life-style, hoping that when they die, it will come respect for Lebanon’s sovereignty. A leading Shi’ite cleric

warned that “foreign ambassadors, particularly U.S. Ambas-as a surprise, and they won’t feel any pain.
So, that’s our problem. And therefore, your generation, sador Jeffrey Feltman, are pressuring Lebanese officials and

interfering in Lebanon’s political decisions.”combined with a few old geezers like me, is the essence of
the combination of people, who are responsible for the future Similarly, a Maronite Christian leader emphasized, “The

Lebanese people are unified in their passion to never again beof the human race. Now, you have found, through your experi-
ence as a youth movement, you’ve found that you have, per manipulated into civil war.” Muslims and Christians hold in

their heart the exhortation of the late Pope John Paul II, whenperson, much more potential influence in society, than the
complement number of Baby-Boomers, or people who are he was in Lebanon, the source said: that our mission in Leba-

non is to be a model of religious coexistence for the entirenot functioning as you’re functioning. You have the moral
high ground, of your position, your activity. You have the region. “All the suffering caused by the maneuvers against

the Lebanese people in the past can be explained vividly inresponsibility, of beginning to assume the responsibilities of
leadership, to turn this planet back to a Classical tradition. one word—Kissinger! Therefore we have an easy watchword

for our people—No to Re-Kissingerization!”Turn this planet to a point that we escape, the immediately
onrushing danger of a new dark age. The April 8, 2005 EIR article, “Will the Kissinger Legacy

Again Kill Lebanon?” which has been circulated widely inAnd, we’re not doing a bad job! You’re not doing a bad
job. There are not enough of you. You don’t have the re- Lebanon, reviewed Lyndon LaRouche’s visit to Iraq on the

eve of the Lebanese civil war which began on April 13, 1975,sources. There are all kinds of problems. You’ve got the prob-
lems of being raised in a Baby-Boomer age. And this stinking and his warning then of manipulated conflict, as key to com-

prehending Henry Kissinger’s schemes to provoke sectarianculture, that you’ve been dumped into.
But, whatever you are, whatever you are not, it’s your violence throughout the region. EIR warned of the current

manipulations coming from the State Department, whichgeneration that is going to carry this planet through the next
quarter-century, and half-century: your generation. You are were foreshadowed by the 1996 “Clean Break” manifesto,

written by U.S. neo-cons for incoming Israel Prime Ministerresponsible. And the Old Geezer, while he’s around, is going
to help you do it. Benjamin Netanyahu, calling for regime change in Iraq,
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Syria, and Iran. If wise leaders reinforce the idea of “No Re- With only days to go until the elections begin on May 29,
there are current difficult disagreements over election proce-Kissingerization,” such tricks cannot destroy Lebanon again.

Take the case of the Maronite Patriarch, Cardinal Nasral- dures within Lebanon. This is purely an internal Lebanese
matter. Yet, as the Muslim cleric quoted above observed, thelah Boutros Sfeir, who in his long life has learned to avoid

being ensnared by such deceptions. When the Patriarch was very U.S. officials who lionized the Patriarch on his visit to
the United States, denounced him the week of May 9 forinvited to the United States to meet with President Bush in

March, he was given a hero’s welcome; but was also put under “adding fuel to the fire,” and said they were “deeply con-
cerned” over what they called “a mean drive to convince thetremendous pressure to accede to the immediate disarmament

of the Shi’ite movement Hezbollah. The Patriarch calmly ex- Lebanese that they were better off under Syria’s tutelage.”
This grotesque criticism was directed at the Patriarch after heplained to President Bush and others that this is an internal

Lebanese matter, which will only be discussed by the Leba- convened a Council of the Maronite Bishops to discuss a
parliamentary faction’s use of what the bishops consider un-nese themselves, and not until after the parliamentary elec-

tion. All other religious and political factions in Lebanon fair gerrymandering of electoral districts.
There are many dangers on Lebanon’s horizon. On Maystood together against the pressure, and this demand has been

temporarily laid aside. 9, the Israeli Defense Forces lobbed eight shells across the
border and flew over Lebanese airspace ten times. Then, onThe irony of President Bush’s mantra about “free and fair

elections” does not escape Lebanese observers, who recall May 11, Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon accused Hezbol-
lah in Lebanon of firing a rocket into northern Israel. Thethe President’s own election contests. One can only imagine

the difficulties involved in putting together a national election role of Hezbollah, as well as the return from exile of former
President Gen. Michel Aoun and the imminent release of Leb-after 30 years of war and occupation from, as the Lebanese

say, their “neighbors to the south and their neighbors to the anese Forces Commander Samir Geagea from prison (see
box), all bring the issue of competing militias to the fore again.east,” and especially under the pressure of the U.S. “Syria

Accountability and Lebanese Sovereignty Restoration Act,” But, it is the principle of the real sovereignty and eco-
nomic development of Lebanon and her neighbors which willand UN Security Council Resolution 1559. The fact that sec-

tion 23 of the Syria Accountability Act quotes serial liar John determine the solutions to these and other problems, and those
principles are now front and center. Therefore, we applaudBolton, asserting that Syria has chemical and biological

WMD programs, shows why Lebanese leaders are so care- our Lebanese friends for their poetic slogan—“No to Re-
Kissingerization.”fully watching what is going on in the U.S. Congress.

(CSI) and its unwitting Lebanese front groups.
The May 10 event, which was aimed at enforcing theCongressmanMcCotter Syria Accountability Act, and which bused in Lebanese-

Americans from Michigan and Ohio, was also addressedJoinsCheney’sDrive
by a speaker from the Australian organization Cedarwatch,
which champions jailed Lebanese Forces militia leader Dr.

On May 10, at the Cannon Office Building of the U.S. Samir Geagea. CSI’s main issue in Lebanon is the case of
House of Representatives, a provocatively titled news con- Geagea, a warlord and former hit-man for the late Pha-
ference announced that Rep. Thaddeus McCotter (R- langist leader Bashir Gemayel. In the present electoral pe-
Mich.) would brief reporters on how to get rid of the riod, CSI is provoking the very hot-headed agitation others
“Syria-controlled government of Lebanon.” It was a naked in the opposition have sought to avoid. Many in Lebanon
attempt by British and U.S. neo-conservatives to fan the are backing a pardon for Geagea, in the interest of quieting
flames of civil strife in Lebanon, at the very moment that down the volatile political situation.
leaders inside Lebanon are trying everything to maintain When a Lebanese Maronite leader was told of the role
stability. of Baroness Caroline Cox’s CSI in manipulating Leba-

Poor Congressman McCotter! He has been picked up nese-Americans, he said, “Oh, that’s the British back to
by Vice President Dick Cheney and House Majority their own tricks. . . . Those citizens who came from Michi-
Leader Tom Delay (R-Tex.)—receiving $20,000 from De- gan and Ohio will do much more for the United States and
Lay PAC; being named Assistant Majority Whip; and be- Lebanon if they lobby Representative McCotter to retool
ing appointed to two subcommittees of the House Interna- the auto plants in those states, than if they allow themselves
tional Relations Committee. Now he is being made a fool to be maneuvered by outside agendas around the delicate
of by the British NGO Christian Solidarity International situation in Lebanon.”—Nina Ogden
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